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Ecosystem modeling of food web 

dynamics explicitly considering the 

effects of climate change in a 

macrotidal coastal estuary

By Kylee DiMaggio



The purpose



About Cobscook Bay



Effects of climate change on the system



What we are testing

Ocean Acidification: How would a decrease in the biomass of shell 

forming organisms due to ocean acidification affect the Cobscook Bay 

ecosystem?

Ocean Warming: How would a decrease in zooplankton due to 

increased ocean temperature affect the Cobscook Bay ecosystem?

Species Shifts: How would an increase in green crabs as an invasive 

species affect predators in Cobscook Bay?



How the model works



Mass balance approach



About the model



About the model



What is climate change?



Scenarios and questions: Ocean acidification 
How would a decrease in the biomass of shell forming organisms due to 

ocean acidification affect the Cobscook Bay ecosystem?



Scenarios and questions: Ocean acidification 
How would a decrease in the biomass of shell forming organisms due to 

ocean acidification affect the Cobscook Bay ecosystem?



How ocean acidification is predicted to 

affect shell forming biomass



Results: Ocean acidification



Scenarios and questions: Ocean warming
How would a decrease in zooplankton due to increased ocean 

temperature affect the Cobscook Bay ecosystem?



How ocean warming is predicted to 

decrease zooplankton biomass



Results: Ocean warming



Scenarios and questions: Species shifts
How would an increase in green crabs as an invasive species affect 

predators in Cobscook Bay?



Results: Species shifts



Hypothesis

We hypothesized that:

Ocean warming and ocean acidification would have 

the biggest impact on ecosystem biomass while species 

shifts would have a lower impact on ecosystem biomass.



How this study has surprised us



In summary

● Ecopath can be used successfully as a simulation tool

● Species shifts are more impactful in the Cobscook Bay 

ecosystem as both ocean warming and ocean 

acidification 



How this study can be furthered

● Researching the effects of different species shifts

● Effects of ocean warming and ocean acidification on 

different species in the model

● Explore vital rate ratios

● Explore effects on the Cobscook Bay ecosystem when 

there is more than one shift in the food web
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